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Freshman · Class Elects
Permanent Officers Friday
LAWTON,
P

No.6

Follen Succeeds Salloi: as Edii:or;
Fogari:y Becomes Spori:s Edii:or

HILIP .
president of the Carroll Union, will conduct
the Fre hman Class elections on Friday, January 20. Nominations
for president, vice-president, secretary, and treasurer, will be held in the
gymnasium during the noon hours. rumbered ballots will be distributed
to the frosh, constituting the largest yearling cia 5 in the hi ·tory of John
Carroll Univer ity.

By J ohn L. Dowling
Jo eph L. Follen of Univer ity Heights, a junior in the Department of Business Administration, succeeds
Bernard R. allot of Lakewood a Editor-in-Chief of The Carroll News. The annual midyear staff changes
were announced by the Rev. Paul D. Sullivan, .J., Moderator of The Carroll News.
George J. :!'\alley of Ea t Cleveland, also a Bu
tration junior, moves into the position of Manag-

The Fn~m~ cl~t~ t~n~~ry clau~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ing Ed~o~ WiU~m ~Duff~ cl Lak~
wood, a junior in the College of Arts and
The c officers
Sciences, remains in the capacity of Ex~officers in Kovernber.
serving in the manner of military leadutive Editor, with special cha rge of feature material.
crs appointed I ieutenants, and the lieutenants, in turn, were assigned privates.
Robert ]. Fogarty, former s~rts re~rt
The officers since
ovember are Torn
er and another Business Administration
Coughlin, Bill Dagg, john McLaughlin,
junior, steps into the place vacated by
George M. Otto as S~rts Editor. Robert
john Manning, and john Dowling.
Vitek, a sophomore, w~s advancement
Dowling Heads
to Assistant S~rts Editor.

Color Committee

The withdrawal of Robert llfarchand
elevates to the ~st of News Editor Jack
Schmitt and John Dowling. Dowling
combines the new duties with those of
the Business Manager's jolt John P .
Gregor, a freshman, occupies the remaining editorial spot, in the role of Copy
Ed ito~

Father William J. Murphy, S.j., will
supen·ise the election. Father 1-.lurphy
appointed a color committee of Freshmen last week to prepare novel display
for the 1939 Blue Streak football games.
john Dowling, Freshman ecrctary of the
Oratorical Society, heads the new committee.

A third senior retires, effective with the
v.resent issue. He is James M. Osborne,
author of the column -1\round ano
About."

E.ligibility rules for

'reshman Qfficers._
are the same as those for athletic participation and for membership in the societies and organizations of the university. Father Murphy will accept the newly elected officers into the Carroll Union
early in the second semester.

William T . Duffin

- --·Father Sullivan Gives
Annual Student Retreat
ATHER JOH. J. SULLIVAN, S.J., of Detroit, will conduct the
annual John Carroll Retreat after the close of semester examinations.
The entire Catholic student body will enter a period of spiritual rejuvenation on l\Ionday, January 30. continuing through Thursday, February 2.

F

Father Sullivan, a member of the Jesuit
mi sion band for the past fifteen years,
was an athlete at St. Ignatius High
School in Chicago, his birthplace. Following his entrance into the Society of jesus,
Father Sullivan was stationed a head
ma ter of Elit Hall, a dormitory of St.
Tracing the life of Geoffrey Chau- Xavier Univer ity in Cincinnati. He was
cer, medieval Engli h writer, the Iran ferred to Detroit, where he acted as

Fr. Burns on
Radio Program

Rev. Paul D. Sullivan, S.J., made
his first appearance on the John
Carroll radio program, aturday,
January 7. Father Sullinlt1 heads
the English Department at Carroll,
and is Moderator of Tlte Carroll
re~l'S.
At noon on the fir t Saturday of the new
year, the Carroll Radio Club resumed its
series of weekly broadca L. The Choral
Club of Ur.uline College, led by Uiss
Josephine Brennan, and under the direction of Sister Helene 1-.laril', contributed
song by a chorus of thirty voices.

George

J.

Nalley

J oseph L. Follen

lwrAA~-0fficia~
At Convocation
Addre sing a tudent Convocation on
Tuesday, january lOth, Waldo Pooler,
member of the \VT AM production department, disclosed a few little known
details of radio work. Pooler explained
the reason for origination in Kew York,
Chicago, or Hollywood of the great majority of network shows over the National Broadcasting Company. Pooler revealed that WT AM, as an r. B. C. outlet, acts as a co-ordinating station between the East and \Ve t Coast, because
of its central geographical location.
After an introduction by Father \Villiam
R. Ryan, S.]., Director of Radio Work
at Carroll and moderator of the Radio
Club, Mr. Pooler exhorted the Carroll
students to spend adequate time in preparation for each program.

Twenty Frosh
Tearns Debate
In First Round

Fallen graduated from Cathedral Latin
High School, where he was Feature Editor of the school paper. T he bespectacled,
diminutive insurgent is a veteran reporter
at Carroll, and a former Carroll News
Spqrts Editor. George Nalley, Sodality
prefect, likew1Se ~r~4c ~t
Latin. Bill Duffin attended St. Ignatius
High School, covering news, feature, and
s~rts stories in his versatile exper iences.
Duffin also writes features and is a
make-up man.
The retiring editor, Bernard R. Sallot,
served three and one-half years on the
news staff of the John Carroll publication.
After his resignation, Sallot will devote
himself exclusively to editing the 1939
Carilhm. Sallot is now recuperating from
an emergency operation.
A ten-page edition will mark the inauguration of "Little Joe" Fallen's regime.
Important events cast their shadows over
the news horizon.
Under Sallot's direction, Tire Carroll
News gained widespread recognition for
headline and paragraph style. Fallen will
continue Sallot's ~ ! icy of co-operation
with the editors of the other Big Four

Robert j. Fogarty

~alleges.

"Tic-Toc Club" Present:s
Aft:er-Exam Dance, Jan. 27
tage a

or to fo rget sorrows caused by less pleasant reasons. \Vhateve,- the case may be,
the Sophomore Cia s extends a hearty
invitation to everyone to be its guest next
Friday night.
HOME DEBATING
SCHEDULE
All who attended the dance held by last
year's Freshmen at the \Villowick Country Club were well repaid by an enjoyable evening. This affair promises to be
an even greater social success.
Here is afforded an ample opportunity
to <'itbl'r cdebrate >uccc '. in the t'x:tnb

Thurs., jan. 19-Case.
Aff.-McNulty and Nalley.
Teg.-LaSalvia and Maurer.
Mon., ] an. 30-Carnegie Tech.
Osborne and Corrigan.
Feb. 6-10-Marquette.
Corrigan and Burlage., .. : '~,
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• • • farewell from
bernie sallot: •••
Time, as it has been for countless eons, and always
will be, is relentless, steady, con uming in its passage. Each second is exactly the same as its predece ·sor, being neither shortened nor lengthened by
the smallest conceivable fraction. The seconds, in
the inexorable course of the ages, slowly, steadily,
resolve themselves into minutes, the minutes to
hours, the hours to days, weeks, months. Each of
these, whether enfolding sorrow, joy, pain or pleasure, when we consider them as absolute measure
of the length of our existence, has in its control
only a definite, limited, portion of that thi~g which
·
·
· spite of this well kti.-..ii fact 1
sometimes it seems as if, perhaps, the w ole system is wrong and we frame the question, "Arc they
all the same length?" Engaged in a disagreeable
task, we become peevish, di consolate and those
minutes ~cern interminable. Again, we pursue a
course close to our hearts and ambitions, and we
clutch forlornly at the speeding minutes, striving
vainly to impede and delay their passage in order
that we may receive the Ia t precious particle of
enjoyment from them.
Now, you ask ju t what this discourse on the pas~age of time has to do with a simple change in
personnel of The Carroll News. Just this. A year
on Thr Carroll News is a long time. It brings with
it a multitude of problems, some of which are
solved, some unsolved, a prodigious amow1t of
hard work and a certain amount of satisfaction.
Some of these moments try to hurry on, others to
delay. Regardle s of what an editor's opinion may
be throughout the course of the year, at the end
he awakes to the sudden real ization that it pa sed
all too quickly. It seems just last week that Paul
1Iinarik turned to me at the printer's and said,
"It'- all yours, Bernie," and I felt very much alone
with the realization that I was responsible for the
regular appearance of The Carro/l.'licws and that
I must ~olvc its problems without his guiding hand.
l\ow that the year is over I would like to have it
back, for there arc many things that now I would
look at in a different manner. 1iany times I have
made a mistake in judgme11t, but they were honest
mistakes. Student rightly became angry because
they felt that they were being discriminated against
or for some other reason. I would like to say with
no reservation, that I never intentionally tried to
hurt anyone through the pages of TM Carroll Ne~t·s.
but if I ha,·e, I beg them to accept my sincere
apology. On the bnghter side it has never before
been my privilege to work under two finer gentlemen than Father Sullh·an and }.Ir. }.fittinger, both
o[ whom >en·cd as ).foderators of The Carro/1.\'n,•s.
They heard our problems with an open and unbia,ed mind and t•ndeavorcd to aid the interest of
the ~tudcnt. to the grcate t pos iblc extent. The
>ame may be said about Father :\fcCue and the
other member· of the iaculty who co-operated
wholeheartedly at every opportunity. For their
generous and un~clfish guidance, and for the pri\·ilege oi working with them on the N eo.cs, I sincerely thank them.
I wish to thank the two other Senior members of
the rl'liring staff, ~far!)' ).fc).fanus and Bc·h :\far-

chand for their splendid work. And finally, I cannot
say enough for the Junior staff, particularly Joe
Follen, Bill Duffin, and George Nalley, the Junior
executives, for shouldering a large part of the work
during the last emester and thereby lightening the
burden of responsibility. They and the other members, too numerous to mention, have given unfailingly of their time and energy to make The Carroll News a better paper. Again I thank them. Any
sense of personal satisfaction which I feel at the
completion of a difficult job is due, in a large
measure, to their efforts.
And so, the hours will pass on. Joe, the editor,
and his staff take over and I pass on to pull out
a chair at that mythical banquet table of ex-editors
with Sully, Paul, Fritz, and all the others, that is
set just onc~each year at this time. However, before I join that gang, there is just one thing more.
I have worked with the new staff for a year, and
I know their abi lities, thoughts, and ambitions
fairly well. I know that they have the mechanical
abilities as well as the ambition to make The Carroll NC7.1.1S a better paper. I know that they will
succeed in their new jt)bs. And so, as the typewriter descends on this, my last official act, I extend my heartiest congratulations to the new staff
on their appointments, and wish them the best of
luck in their coming venture and I become, as my
ex-editor's card tells me,
BERNARD R. SALLOT,
Ex-Editor, '38-'39.

••• keep the
spanish embargG •••
A petition is being circulated among all Catholics
to put a stop to the legislation now in Congress
which is attempting to lift the present embargo in
Spain. It is up to us as Catholics to do our best to
see that this legislation is stopped. It will, if
passed, directly aid the Loyalist cause in Spain.
Much has been said about the Spanish Civil War;
there have been charges and denials-but we are
sure, after listening to much conclusive evidence,
that the Loyalists in Spain arc nothing more than
the Spanish agents of the Communist Party of
Rus ia. It is your duty as a human being, working
for the advancement of society, to do all in your
power to top any attempts to lift the present embargo in Spain.

Films
By Dick

Marsh

shows starting this coming week-end arc
T HE
truly representative of the new year's best
films. The va rious studios of Hollywood have
started productions that are sure to be g reat
p ictures but the films to be seen in Cleveland
in the next two weeks will not easily be surpassed this year.
Starting next at the State is \.Valter ·wanger's
''Trade Winds" with Fredric March and Joan
Bennett, supported by Ralph Bellamy and Ann
Sothern. All the elements that provide broad
entertainment are present in thi picture and the
production and direction is forceful. The story
is. essentially a melodrama-romance built on the
old formula of the beautiful fugitive-from-justice and the ace detective who's sent to bring
'er back alive. It's all frankly old stuff, but it's
presented in such a manner as to make it fresh
and interesting; it has colorful and ympathetic
characters, frequent bits of humor, and dramatic
dialogue from the pen of Dorothy Parker. As
the stolid sleuth with the fast line of talk,
Fredric ).larch brings enormous conviction to a
difficult part. His is the complicated task of
seeming false on the urface, but essentiall y
genuine underneath, of being a gay deceiver with
some women, but of per uading the audience
of his sincerity when he meets the lovely fugitive, of portraying a cha racter that's complex
and contradictory until the end of the pictur€'.
As the hara ed heroine whose flight takes the
action aero the Pacific from San Francisco to
Japan and China, Joan Bennett looks attractivf!
and gives an unusually credible performance.
She has much more animation than normally
and she bring a new and appealing warmth to
her emotional cenes. Greatc t surprise of the
picture is the acting of Ann Sothern , as ~larch's
tough, inquisitive ecrctary. Completely reversing the romantic roles she usually play ,
1fiss Sothcrn give by far the mo t plausible
performance of her career. She catches the
proper combination of hardness and sentimentality in the character and gets every bit of its
humor acros ·. Altogether, the picture adds up
a one of the best pictures of thi - or any year!
Starting next at the Hippodrome is 20-Fox's
biggest picture of the season, "Je e James" with
Tyrone Power, Henry Fonda, Kaney Kelly, and
Randolph Scott. jesse James, notorious train
and bank bandit of the late 19th century, and an
important figure in the hi. tory of the midwest

...•...............•..................•..••.••..........•...•..........•......•........•••.....•..

~

Double Talk
By Jack Hunt:
~·································································································~
.. . One of the dictates of common ense is that "The king is dead; long live th e king." Here is
a person should, to the best of his ability, avail a local application of it. Gil Widra's steady rambhim elf to the fullest extent of any and all ethical lings with Mary J)pal are at an end; may he find
the equally steady company of Helen Simms to
opportun ities that come his way. One interprehis liking . .. To Bernie Sallot and Chuck Brentation of this dictate-and my favorite-concerns
itself with the most advantageous use of the ma- nan we offer our most sincere wishes for a speedy
recovery from their respective physical incapaciterial that one has access to so as to realize from
that material the highest possible quality of re- tations .. . The rumor's around that Ralph Jones,
the J. C. U. milk-shake king, was given a mana~ ult s. For example, an athletic coach tries different combinations in order that he may ascer- gerially-escorted exit from Skateland the other
tain th e men who work together most smooth- p. m. Speak up, Jonesy, true or false? . . . A1
ly ; the men who e play brings out the better Gaul, brother of our backfield coach, and Adele
points of the others' play in a more pronounced Lasch are frequently seen companioning together . .. Several of the dorm boys have remarked
manner, and in turn are mutually benefited. True,
he may overlook (accidentally or otherwise) the that Jim McCrystal bears a strong resemblance
above mentioned interpretation and turn out a to the comedian, Charlie Chase. I must remind
t eam that through sh eer individual brilliance myself to more closely scrutinize Jim's visage
upon next seeing him ... Italo Varano, a very
on the part of th e player is not a losing team,
but at the same time is not usually a consistent good fro h cage prospect, had our athletic director guessing as to whether he was right or
winner. If my example is not close enough to
home, as it were, to all of you, may I offer an - left handed with an ambidextrous display of ball
other of a similar vei n? It deals with what is un - handling in a practice session recently. P. S.Our athletic director missed his guess .. . Clem
doubtedly the mo t widely discussed subject ou
Rannigan, who at last reports was on the very
th e campus at the present moment, the semester's final exam inatious. The past few weeks have steady list, was seen dancing at an East lOSth
been pent in reviewing the work of the entire street spot, but not with the one whose name
followed his on that list ... A 1936 telephone
term. This is a gblden opportunity that simply,
to use th e vernacu lar, stands up on its back legs directo ry, our sem i-monthly award to the student possessing the acme of tonsorial perfection
and howls for capitilizat ion of itself. Personal
experience leads me to say that the parts of the for the past two weeks, this issue is won by
Freddie Gatch, ·with no question at all as t()
review that are stressed are invariably included
the veracity of the judges' decision ... A sizable
in the examination que tions. I have no doubt
that our professors are aware that they arc con- contingent from Carroll invaded Lake Erie College out Painesville way to attend a dance held
centrating on certain portions of a course. I!l
fact I think they hope that we take advantage of there a short while back. Before we sent our
shirt to the laundry, we saw on the cuffs that:
their proceedings. Therefore, in light of what i
Matty did a pretty nifty job of swing-dispensing
contained in the preceding few sentences, I sugges t that we all be especially attentive these last on the piano during the intermission .. . Billy
days of this term-it may prove invaluable. But Dowling and Gordie "Gutbucket" Hanou showed
the fair collegians the why's and wherefore's of
enough of the serious, let us go on to the lighter
the shag and other such stuff that clutters up
5idc of the meeting. On to the 1furm<'rs . ..
our dance floors these days . . . "Gutbucket,"
... 11URMERS FROM THE 1IOB ... Warren
incidentally, journeyed all that way on a blind
Duckworth, our freshman basketball manager,
date, to find when he arrived that the girl remust have aspirations toward a position in tbe
ides on the same street as he does . . . Tom
fire department. There couldn't be a ny other
Gallagher had the belle of the ball: a miss named
reason why anyone would wear as red a shirt as
Marge McLaughlin. Despite this fact, "Senhe has sported recently ... Sp(\aking of managers, our local athletic caretakers had a bit of ator" looked as though he was longing for the:
a party a while back Jfob Vitek w~ the champion company of Bobbie Geibel ... Juniot-pl~ c.rt
Giblin attended-and as always, escorting Patty
demolisher of that f!Ommo dity that "makes the
Upstill ... Vince LaMaida, Ted Kalassey, Bob
things you like taste better." •.• Has anyone
Lawler, and several other of our nomadic social
besides this correspondent noticed the change in
(lites) were also in attendance ... We have a
Billy Hainen during this past semester? Our
note here from Jimmy Schle<:t saying that the
boy William is strictly a student these days, and
C.Y.O. of St. Gregory's is putting on its initial
I do mean "strictly." . .. Paul Waldner was overheard to say the other day that he had lost his dramatic offering Sunday, February 5th. Best
class ring again. This corner withholds all com- of luck to your boys, Jimmy ... One of our roving informers, who calls them as he sees them,
ment. Instead, we declare an open sess ion for
tells us that Pierce Mullally and Betty Jane
drawing your own conclusions . .. After being
Hammer arc hand-in-gloving it ... Flash-Mike
momentarily idetracked by a tiff over somethin g
ur other, the mutuality of goodwill between Bob Hoynes was not in rare form at Stone's the other
Muth and Ilene Hennessey has been firmly re- evening ... Our exceedingly loquacious friend,
William Joseph Rose, has taken the trouble t()
esta bli5hed . . . You've all heard the expression,
inform u ~ that the slurring quip passed his way
in an issue of some time back has in no way infrontier, gets a drastic white-washing for screen jured his exalted social standing with the girls
presentation. A a ympathetic hero, he's highly of Notre Dame College. Well, Bill, our conacceptab le for today's fi lm aud iences, although science is clear. Our duty was done when we
some circles may not like youngsters to get gave out the data in regard to you. If you talked
uch a false idea of a n historical bad man . \.Vith your way out of that, "you're a better man than
I, Gunga Din" ... Tom Nolan put his automoa star -studded cast, supported ably, the picture
bile in ·urance to work two weeks ago ... At the
is filled with sparkling performances. Power
Fenn game, from our special point of vantage,
capably carries the title spot, but is nearly surwe noticed that Lee Ruddy, and the brothers
pas ed by Henry Fonda as his brother. Nancy
Kelly is sympathetically sincere as the lover in- Manning, John and Bill, were all decked out
terest for the picture, demonstrating an ability with feminine arm adornments . . . And Billy
Normile wasn't devotin g any of his time to cheerto carry her far in film popularity. Randolph
Scott i extremely proficient and likable as the leading ?t the same contest, but neither was he
United States marshal, and Henry Hull's bril- entirely engrossed in the game . .. Tony Fiocco
has shelved his Essex powerhouse for the duraliant performance as the country editor is a
tion of the winter. Says Tony, quote, The origstandout. The tory fo llows historical fact close
enough with allowance for dramatic license, hit- inal owner was an avid prohibitionist, and the
ting sidelights of James in his fights with the rar's radiator absolutely refused to down the
law. Initial train holdup is Yividly presented, anti-freeze solution that I tried to put in it; and
with all other robberies left to imagination you know that winter driving calls for an unfrozen engin e, unquote ... For further explanath rou gh dialogue until his fatal attempt to rob
tion of this quotation, consult your local mea bank of 'orthfield, Minn. The picture starts
chanic . . . Which reminds us that we heard
with a foreword on the ruthless manner in which
Urban Krippene describe someone as being
railroad s acq uired farms for right- of- way
through the midwest. The James boy first turns "mechanicish" and thought to ourselves that for
to railroad holdups to ave nge killing of his . pur-of-the-moment coining of a hunk of vocabulation, he did a pretty fair job ...
mother by a railroad agent. ] esse organizes a
band for succes ful raids, but after a time his
... COMI G ATTRACTIONS ... The aftersweetheart, 1\ ancy Kelly, persuades him to surexam dance sponsored by the "Tic-Toe" Club
render and take a small entence. Pair are marthat is to be held on January 27th at the Holri ed. but James find himself double-cro sed belenden Hotel under the chairmanship of Dick
fore his trial, and escapes through the aid of
Marsh .. . The Phi Kappa formal at the Park
Fonda and other gang members. Hunted through
Lane Villa the following nite . . . The Case
years of banditry which oon includes banks, the
hockey game Friday of this week ... The Baldend i · reached in an attempt to rob the Northwin- \Vallace basketball game this Saturday, and
field bank when James is wounded. Finally
the Notre Dame cage contest on next Monday
reaching home, determined to make a new start
at the Arena ...
with his wife and young son in California, Jesse
James is shot down by one of his own men for
. . . Sort of as a parting shot, may your corthe reward. The film version is a modern Advenrespondent extend to you his best wishes for
tures of Robin Hood and will be enjoyed by you r successful sailing thru the sea of tests that
everyone who sees it.
'''(· all must face next week, ... Easy doc it . . .

vV ednesda y, January 18, 1939
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Around and
About
By Jim Osborne
If your Christmas mail was delayed beyond all
reason, blame it on the multiplicity of Carroll
studeRts jammnig up the system for four or five
days before the holiday. Rumor ~as it that it will
take a few months to get the mail system back
in proper working order, because of the college
boys "helping out." Or maybe that's just propa.ganda.

* • • *

With the exams coming up next week, the Voice
of Experience steps forward with this observation: "More written on mind, less on palm-that's
the secret of success." And that's darn good
advice!

* * • *

I notice that the hockey and basketball players,
for the most part, do not occupy the front rows
at Thursday Chapel. Perhaps they don't realize
the inspiration the football team supplied the
rest of the student body by this pr~ctice. Then
again, perhaps they haven't enough interest in
the student body, the team, or themselves, to
attend Chapel at all. But that couldn't bel

* * • *

Famous last words: (Overheard after Carroll's
last b. b. game) "Well, it's all over but the shooting."

* * * *

A little bird told me that the Athletic Association made a bit of money in the past few months.
I wonder, then, if they might be able to afford
the award of long overdue monograms to the
athletes who comprised the tennis tf;am last
spring. Oh, yes-the promptness of the football
awards is remarkable, too. It's only two months
since the season ended, and the players have
been measured already!

• • • *

Ain't ya sorry ya didn't use your head in cutting Chapel? Whispers from the Dean's office
promise checked attendance next semester.

• • * •

Echoes of revolt from the Dorm: "Why don't
the city boys cooperate in transporting the outof-towners to the school's athletic events and
social shindigs? \Ve wanna go, but our girl
friends object to any walking-except the Lambeth kind."

• * The
* *Notre Dame Col-NOfuin'a'reCl· for oblivion:
lege girl who blissfully inquired, "Who is he?"
when Eddie Arsenault's name came into the
conversation.

...

Spiritual Preparedness

Father Clifford LeMay
..; .••••.•.•.•... .....••.•.•..••••..........•.••••
•..• •..••... •••••••••................•............

HERE is noticeable an extraordinary amount
T of feverish intellectual activity in the student
body during these days. Sources of unsuspected
energy seem to have been tapped and the almost
preternatural interest in text-books has revived
faith in and hope for and even a little charity towards supposedly impossible students in the
hearts of the most sceptical faculty members.
Knowledge that examinations inevitably terminate each semester has suddenly become a realization and realizations have a way of spurring
to action. ''.Where has the semester gone, and
what have I done with my time?" is the appre·
hensive query heard frequently in the corridors.
Last Sunday I spent two hours with a man of
seventy-one who was told by his physician that
a cancerous condition will cause his death withiLl
the next few months. He manifested the same
feverish apprehensiveness in regard to his spiritual preparedness as students are manifesting
in regard to their intellectual preparedness.
Knowledge that death must inevitably terminate
his life has suddenly given way to a realization
of this simple fact and he is making his life even
shorter by frantic efforts to make up in these
last few months for the neglect of years. "Where
bas my life gone, and what have I done with my
time?" he asks himself over and over again.
Semester examinations are important. They
measure in a rough way the use students Jaa-ye
made of the opportunity to better themselves intellectually. Carroll's philosophy of life, how~
ever, places another examination much higher
in the hierarchy of importance: the scrutiny,
namely, of our whole life, every deed, every
word, every secret thought, by the penetrating
eye of God-the infallible summing up-the
righteous decision-the irrevocable sentencethe examination that makes death the very crisis
of our e..xistence.
1
Successful busipess men know that over and
above the daily' routine of ~eping their plants
in running condition an occa ional check-up by
ex-perts is necessary for max· lUill efficiency. A
giant advertising campaign has made men con-

...•

scious that over and above the daily care devoted to maintaining health of body a periodic
check-up by a good physician is necessary to detect unsuspected flaws and sources of infection.
In like manner an intensive spiritual check-up
over and above the daily aids that surround students in a Catholic College is necessary to guarantee adequate spiritual preparednes~s.
T

HE human soul is like a most delicate clock
which must be kept wound 11p, properly oiled,
and immaculately clean, if it is to mark time
exactly. Whatever our daily care, such is the
weakness of human nature, that dust filters in
through the apparently trifling crevices of linperfections and compromises. Our soul-life gets
slack and feeble, discolored and a matter of
routine. The natural crowds out the supernatural. Our perspective gets distorted and m~ny
things creep into our Jives which are in no way
reducible to the purpose for which God created
us. Deliberate sin brings its inevitable consequence, the scourge of habit, and we awaken to
a realization that spiritually we are in a mess.
The Retreat is a spiritual check-up, a series of
spiritual exercises calculated to convert knowledge of the most fundamental truths into driving realizations. There is not a student at Carroll who does not know the real meaning of life
and that mortal sin is the worst conceivable evil.
Then how account for conduct that is incompatible with this knowledge? Simply that knowledge alone is not enough, a truth must be realized
before it exercises directive force in our lives.
Hence the Retreat is rightly considered the most
important exercise of the whole year when measured in terms of ultimate values and as such
should be welcomed by the students. As in other
important ve11tures remote preparation is highly·
recommended and probably the best preparation
is to remember the retreat in our prayers, beggin,g God to bless it by granting abundant grace
to each student to draw lasting good from the
exercises. To seek is ours, to find is the gift of
God, which will certainly be given to those who
seek.

Quirks and
Cracks
By Bob Donnelly
It's 1939 now-let's take a quick look at what's
happened since September • • ~

* * * *

After a tough summer most of us were glad to
get back and get a good rest-Or, as one Freshman expressed it-"How are the working conditions here?"

* *

~

*

October brought Halloween and this gave Tiny
Armstrong a chance to pound the neighbors'
porches. However, when Armstrong,got lost in
tl1e fog and begatt banging on his own porch, his
mother caught him, gave him a good licking,
and sent him to bed before he had a chance to
hear the Lone Ranger.

* * * *

An outstanding event of the year was pianist
Herman Gruss' concert at Severance Hallspo~sored by us. In attendance were one thousand music lovers, a h undred and fou r passersby, nine Carroll students, and two freshn1en.

* * *

*
One of the freshmen was overheard
asking if it
was all vaudeville or were there pictures too.
At intermission the other yearling wanted to
spell out Carroll with a big 0, but one of the
elite threw a shoe at the kid's head. (Bostonian,
~12.50 retail) .

* * * *

At any rate, Mr. Gruss offered Bach's Concerto, Schumann's Arabeske, Brahm's Intermezzo and Carroll's Zarachowicz (from the motion picture of the same name).

"' * * •

A fellow by the name of Frankfurter was recently appointed Supreme Court Judge. There
was quite a contest for the position but Mr.
Frankfurter was ·the weiner-so to speak,

• * * *

A Couple Of DefinitionsRadio comedian - A smuggler with a scriptwriter.
"A cut"-Cuts are the stuff which there is no
such a thing as at John Carroll but if you get
too many of them in a subject you automatically
flunk the subject you've got them in. (Confusing, isn't it?)
'

* *ar~ *a bit..
* 'P4-t.Ul<".hy.: tight__
"Some;{ ('li, the boys
now," s~s Mr. Gaul, "but we'll take that out in
no\ time."
"Vve're glad to hear that, but whatever you do
don't take the 'a' out of paunchy."

.~·· ········· ·· ······ ·· ··· · ··· · ·········· · · ·· · · · ••t••••· · · ··· ·· ·· ··· · · ········· · ·· · ··· ·· · · ········• r.
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By Paul Vincen t
By George Nalley
.. .
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Just Stuff

Sir:

The poor, to quote Scripture, we will always have with us.
Are we: to understand that this ptophtcy must be made to
include poor poetry? Or, to con ult another authority, if
too much of a good thing is undesirable, what can be said
of a superabundance of a mediocrity? In other words, you
dactylic dictator, must we h3ve so much bum verse?
Your one and only,

Reader.

I

* .. • *

F you could understand, my friend, the depths
of stark despair to which you move me, you'd
taste remorse for those harsh words you've penned in your unthinking effort to reprove me. But,
in the gloom which your malevolence has cast,
there gleam three rays of consolation which,
being all the force of my defense, I offer now
for your cons ideration:
Most Learned Sir:
Allow me. on behalf o£ the student body which I represent,
to e.x tend to you the heartiest of congratulations, as well
as a fervent plea that you will continue to deHght our
souls with ~ver longer and more numerous exampl~ts of
your inimitable poetry. It is ever the joy of my fellows
and my self to seize upon your paper as soon as it enters
our portals and devour your offering with the avidity and
relish oi starving men tasting a tempting morsel o( food;
and in a sense, we are starving, for, were your lyrics. meat
and drink, what mortal could subsist on such meager portions served only· fortnightly?
It is our fondest hope tl1at you will some day honor us
by becotnin.g a member of our student body. Our profes·
sors assure us that you already show signs of that rare
talent which alone qualifies the. outsider for entrance to
our institution. \Ve can hardly v.oa it for the magic hour,
for i£ the r.:tin continues to fan~ can a shooting star e."CJ)ect
to hit the bull·s-eye every generation or so? In a more
romantic ve.in, consider the hurnble·bee. that lowliest of
Caucasians, whose prehensile tail enables it to grasp the
bough whereon the moon con,-.erses in the music oi the
spheres. But why not? Has the world forsaken them in
lheir hour of need? Can nothing now be done to extenuate
the unaugrnented platybeJmintbes? Ah, life was ever thus
but. on second thought, rn t-ake strawb~rry, don't you
think?
R~spectfully.

I. B. KTankinkop£,
Senior class president,
Turney Institute of Technology.

Hi, Sport:
You're a great guy, ya know? I don't care what
anybody says, you're my pal and you're a swell
fellow. Didn't you gimme them three bottles of
-~Yeah, you're a great guy even if ya do write
poetry. I mean, your poetry's great stuff an'
you c'n write it any time ya feel like it, see?
Didn't ya treat me to-~Sure, it's great stuff.
It knocked me out. Oh, you meatl the poetry?
Sure, that's all right, too. If anybody tries to tell
ya different, they've gotta settle with me first,
see? I'll show ya I ain't fergettin' that case of
- - you just keep on writin'. Write all day if
want to. Gosh, I'll even read the stuff if ya want
me to. By the way, ol' man, it's gettin' awful
hot an' that ham I ate for dinner was pretty
salty. Don't ya think ya could set up a couple?
Remember, I'm your pal.
Dimitri Beers.

* * * *

Dear HPoet :u
Frankly. I admire your work. In my estimation, it bas
ever)-thing. I firmly believe that you will go down in
history along with Sir Loyne-Stake oi London 7 \Villard
Houghanpough of New York, and Jones o[ the Daily
Bugle. True, your works do Jack thought content, but
th,en, t.bai is one of the major criticis·m s of no Jess a mas.
te-r than Edg-ar Allen Poe. It is a fact, also, that your
rhytning is definit-ely faulty, but modern poets have done
away w ·itJ1 rhy1ne almost enti.re)y. Oi course.J your 1natrical
schemes: are vague and unrythmical, but free verse is even
more. so. \Vhat if your ideas aren't origina,.? Even Long·
fellow h.."ts been accused of plagiarism. '\Vhat if you don't
knO\\' \\' hat to say or how to say it? \Vbat if you have
no more powers of observation than a dead spouge in a
muddy creek? \Vhat if you do bore us to t-be point of
troubled slumber? You st-ill fill up space admirably.
Your friend.
D. Serpentine.
~fy

"' ungentle
* * reader.
*
The case is closed,
Surely you
must admit the weight of evidence is in my favor. and I've won securely the right to rhyme
with no regard for sense. But still, your attitude could have been worse. Is there a doubt
that sporting blood still flows through my
aortas? I've dispensed with verses and given
you one column full of prose.

From My Viewpoint

~- · ··· · ·· · ····· · ·· · ·· · ·· · ··· · ···· · ·· ~ ··· · ·· · ··· · · ·· ···· · ········· · ················· · ·· · · ·· · ·· ····· ~

Student support of activities at Carroll is an
inexplicable enigma. And I mean you, you dope.
At most colleges the majority (at least fifty-one
per cent) e£ the students rally enthusiastically to
every activity sponsored by the school. Not so
at dear old ]CU. We do rally enthusiastically,
and I do mean enthusiastically! Remember
Coughlin and about five hundred others pushing
in the doors and the management of the Statler
to be greeted more cordially by Dick "going on
the network in a moment, boys" Barrie. Remember the blond in Monaco's and Jack Heffernan and the boys sitting down to help her
fini sh her dinner. And some drunk in the same
place buying freshmen caps at five bucks each
until some traitor began to cut prices. Oh, we
rally enthusiasticaily. Too enthusiastically says
Father McCue in statement to Jim Osborne,
rally chairman . .
But!
\Ve don't support every activity we · should.
Of course the Carroll boys are always prepared
to ride with a winner. Everybody knew we were
from John Carroll when Arsenault, Rancourt,
and Ryan could skate with one foot tied behind
their knee and still the hockey team was unbeatable. Everyone went to the debate and heard
Osborne and Osborne verbally thrash Oxford
and Cambridge. When Scmperger blocked that
kick, and we were leading Reserve eight to six
at the half every last Carroll student in the
stands was a Carroll man and was imbued with
Carroll spirit. Spirit I said not spirits. Spirit I
Bu·t again.
Our hockey team lost a few games to some of
the crack teams of the nation. Student interest
began to fall off as fast as parts fall off Tom
Corrigan·s antediluvian box car every time he
attempts to start it. The same story with a lot
of activities around here.

Typical ~arroll explanation would probably be
given by typical Carroll man, Bill Duffin. Every
other Union meeting he brings up his favorite
alibi for non-attendance or non-support. "The
fellows have to work."
The other classic story is told by loquacious
Jack "Radical" Kenney. "Carroll has changed.
The fellows are different; there are no 'crudeapples' like there used to be. You know, Carr oll will be as big as Notre Dame in ten years."
It's the same line he feeds to every Ursuline girl
he meets. The only difference is that in five
minutes he is telling her about Jack Kenney
taking over the management of Higbee's mam
floor during the past Christmas rush.
But the third.
It would seem from an actual situation in the
school today that we are a bunch of slackers,
fakes, and spirit-less, book-less worms.
A year ago students Ed Rambousek, Tim Victory, and others proposed a student yearbook.
Shtde11t acclaim was enthusiastic, nearly unanimous in favor of it. Victory was appointed
editor and published a mighty fine annual for
the first year. Begun in such a manner one would
think that we, the fellows at Carroll this year,
would see that the Carillon continued to be published. Yet today there is some doubt if it wiJI be.
This doubt exists because of lack of student support: a dearth of subscriptions, and a scarcity
of fellows who will go out and sell adds. Up to
this date Business Manager Joe Cerino doesu't
have enough money to print a four page edition
of the Car·roll News. If we Carroll men let this
annual be a floperoo then we are not worthy of
going to college and we won't go much further.
Failure of the annual would mean the failure of
every man at Carroll. If the '39 Ca.ril!on isn't
printed, we're through.
The last but.
\Ve can do it. vVe shall do it!
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Facult:y Act:iVe on Lect:ure· Plat:form as Carroll Plays Host to
Father Horne S_pe_a_k_so_n_C_ommunit:y Hour Coaches Next August
D
A

URI G the Cleveland Community Religious H~ur on Sunday, January _8, i1~ the Allerton Ho~el
S an adjunct to the opening game of the 1939 football se~son in
Ballroom, the Rev. Edmund C. Horne. S.J., Pres1dent of John Carroll Umvers1ty, pleaded for stnct
Cleveland, Coach Tom Conley and the other coaches of the "Big
obsen·ance of the civil rights granted under the first ten amendments to the con titution of the United
Four
will
conduct a coaching school in the fundamentals of football and
States.
basketball at Carroll, late in August. The school will be held in conjuncBefore an as embled group of interdenominational representatives, Father Horne urged exercise of
political vigilance. He further emphasized the neces. ity for a rational and ocial relationship with the tion with the training period for the members of the Ohio All-Star eleven,
individuals and groups within our social structure. Father Horne stated, "Let u - bury the bigotry
mo\'ements of the past, when ignorance was ·w ithout a remedy. Domestic discord founded upon bigotry
cannot survive in an atmosphere of truth ... Truth made America free and truth alone can keep it free ."

Fatht>r LeMay Cites
Aid of Counsellor
HE Rev. Clifford J. Lc).fay student
T counsellor of John Carroll University, told everal hundred women at the
luncheon meeting of the Cleveland
Deanery Council of Catholic \,Y omen
that the Catholic college does all in its
power to solve the spiritual problem
of its students. Father Le1fay spoke
to the women at a meeting in Higbee
Auditorium last Thursday.

Hosf:s at: "Tic-Toc" Dance

Carroll Guild
Re-Elects

the December monthly business
I Nmeeting,
the Carroll Guild reelected
all its officers for the coming year. M rs.
Charles A. Conroy contin ues as president of the organization, while Mrs.
]. G. Ti chler serves another term in
the capacity of fi rst vice-president.
Other officers are: :Mrs. W. Whelan,
2nd vice-president; Mrs. F. E. O'Connell, treasurer; "Mrs. Peter Loesch,
recording sec retary; and Mrs. James
A. Farrell, corresponding secretary.

Plans include ins truction in the two
sports by the regular tutors of the Big
Four colleges. Ray Ride of Case, Ray
Watts of Baldwin-Wallace, Bill Edwa rd s of Western Reserve, Roy Clifford of Reserve, and Jeff Carlin of Case
are expected to participate in the instructive duties.

AU-Star-Ram Foray
Rehearsed at Carroll

The 1938 All-Stars played the Rams in
the Municipal Stadium last September.
During their course of training, they
were quartered in the Carroll dormitory. Tentatively, the 1939 aggregation will occupy the same quarters and
A board meeting on "1\Ionday, January
practice sessions will be staged on the
16, outlined plans for the event of the Blue Streak campus gridiron. Only
year. At the same time, Mrs. Conroy seniors are eligible for participation in
announced the appointments of stand.
·
1 ·
the All-Star game.
lllg commtttee c 1aJrmen.
Joe Palgutta, captain of the 1937 Carroll
The Guild, now consisting of approxi- eleven, and present freshman football
mately ISO members, holds a regular 1 coach, was the Blue Streak representative
monthly busine s meeting at St. lg- on the All-Stars.
natius high school, the old John Car------roll. In addition, there is a sewing
meeting once in each of the remaining
weeks.

Father Le)..fay said, "the program followed in the old days is no longer sufficient. Problems confronting the student as a result of the rampant materialism he meets in the outside world
have multiplied. Hence the student
counsellor who c ole concern is the
spiritual well-being of the students."
He declared that modern movies ancl
literature arc among the forces contributing to the development of these
problems.
Tracing the effects of the Pope Leo
XIII encyclical on labor, Father Louis
G. \Vcitzman, S.J., Director of the Department of Sociology, initiated a series
of lectures on labor and it problems
before 75 members of the Painesville
Council, Knights of Columbus, on Friday, January 6.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . - - - , preparatory to ·the second encounter
with th e Cleveland Rams of the National Professional Football League.

Sophomore OJJicers
Election Notice

Last \\'ednesday, the Guild sponsored
a luncheon card party in the main ballroom of Hotel Hollenden. One hun- THIS is the space reserved in each
Jane Hanley
Richard Marsh
dred and fifteen tables were occupied
issue for the notice of the change in
for the dessert luncheon. Mrs. Leo the Sophomore class officers. The Carroll
it would be the responsibility of the col- Schumacher was chairman, assisted by Nro.•s regrets to say that there have been
two co-chairmen, Mrs. William Me- no changes since the last issue. Congratulegiate members of the a sociation to pub- Carty and Mrs. Peter Corrigan.
lations, President Bill Reilly. The News
r:~$
!ish the paper, whic)l is a tradition among A h nd-crochet~p bed.pread was raf- staff expects a drastic shake·Uil b next~
the large Irish-Catho\ic population in fled The spread was made and do- is~>ue, however, and will carry its usual
ROMAS
CORRIGAN,
Arts SenCleveland.
nat d by Mrs.
Frank
O'Connell.
DrumC. Major
and Varsity
De- _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __:__..!,__::._
___
_ _E.
__
_ _ _ __:...story.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ior,

COrrigan Ed itor
1 h Q UarterIY

Tom Conley, Coach and Athletic Director, spoke to the member, of the
Immaculate Conception parish Cath- olic · y ·o utfi Organization on Sunday,
January 8. He showed pictures of the
1938 Blue Streak football games. On
Thursday, January 12, Conley address- bator, was elected last Friday to edit the
ed the
ewman Club of Kent State quarterly paper of the Iri h Civic AssoUni,·crsity on the subject, "Catholic ciation.
Youth in Athletics."
Corrigan was selected by Carroll members of the association who at present
number about 25. Most of these men became members of the Irish group at the
last meeting held at the Hollenden H~.

f

I

-

HELlD, DADDY. JlJ5T IN llME FOR.
11-lE FINI5HING TOUC.HE5 ON -mE
OW G£NER.AL.

Fr. Cronin Returns to
Assistant Dean Post

Upon election Corrigan immediately
After a short illness, during which he asked for volunteers to help him in the
was confined to St. Mary's Hospital in editing of the paper. Corrigan said that
Rochester, Minn., Father Daniel J. Cronin returned to John Carroll two weeks
ago. Father Cronin praised Father Otting's labors as acting Assistant Dean,
substituting for the incapacitated administrator.

Lit:f:le Theaf:re
Announce Plays

Father Cronin remarked cryptically,
"Glad to be back." He will restrict himHE Little Theatre Society gives
self to work as Assistant Dean, and to T forth the news that the dramatic
the post of Carillcm moderator.
fever i on Carroll. The wheel of
progress-but oh so rapidly I Already
in the sea on of 1939, the plans have
been made, casts outlined, and rehearsal commenced.

French Club
Holds Social

BUTha. of

Foremost among the plan of the Little Theatre group, is the advent of
Fre hman dramatics. Three group of
frosh arc in rehearsals for one act plays
which will be performed several
times during the year in Convocation.
The titles of these plays are, "The
Game of Chess," "Submerged," and
"Rope."

the Stygian darknes that
"Les Vingts Cinq"
for the past few weeks comes a ray of
light-the announcement of tl1e date
for the annual French Club Dance.
This long-awaited affair will take place
on Friday e\·ening-, February 10, at the
Knights of Pythias Hall, which is lo- The main is. ue iu the immediate prescated at \Varrensvillc Center and Har- ent, however, is a one act play entitled
"Alii on's Lad," to be presented on the
vard Roads.
John Carroll radio program. A tentaThose of us who have ·attended a French tive date ha been set for the middle of
Club dance know what to expect, and February.
it i~ sufficient to say that refreshments
will be served in the usual French Club Those of the student body who were
manner. The admission price will also here Ia t year, will recall the superior
follow the tradition-a penny a pound performances given by the Little Theatre player in Ia t season's play. This
for your date.
'
year, we can expect an even better perThe committee will be headed by Chair- formance, since we have a ca t with one
man Henry \Veis , and is a follow :
more year of experience. The play,
Jim McCrystal, Tony Fiocco, Bill Joyce, "Bread and Butter Man," will do much
Bob Marchand, Vincent LaMaida.
to support the players. lt i a fa t com:\s we all know, the French Club pro- edy from the pen of George Kaufman,
vides a hilarious good time for every- noted playwright, and it played for two
one, so it is to your advantage to attend. hundred .fifty performances on Broadls it a dat·?
way.
~urrounded

MY HAT'S OFF ·To P. A.
ITS EXTRA MILD, YET RICH·
TASTING. WHAT A TEAM
FOR PERFECT SMOKING
SMOKE 20 FRAGRANT PIPutJLS of Prince Albert. If you
don't find it the mellowest-. tutieat pipe tobacco you
ever smoked, return the pocket tin. with the teat of
the tobacco in it to us at any time within a month

from this date, {lnd we will refund full purchue price,
plus posta~re. ( Si~rned) R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.,
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
C.o... oht. 1939. R. J. lle"""d• Toboeco Co.

50

pipefuls of fragrant tobacco in
every 2- oz. tin of Prince Albert
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Who's Who at Carroll Vo~ational

Carroll G lee Club to Stage
Radio Concert Late in February

T HE finals

John Carroll Glee Club. having mo,·ed into their larger and more
fully equipped room in the chemistry building, are anticipating a busy
season. The first endeavor of the Glee Club will be a Radio concert to be
staged during the latter part of February. Although nothing definite has
been settled in regard to the plans for this affair, it is certain to be held.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . Father Kiefer, moderator of the Glee
Club, is withholding detail until a later
date.
·
Also on their program for ne.xt semester is the annual concert, easil)' the outstanding achievement of the year. It is
'With the formation of the Catholic Youth customary to hold this concert toward the
Organization's basketball league, many end of April. Due to the increasing favo•
Carroll boys ha\•e benefitted. Quite a few in which these past concerts are being
of the student have received jobs as of- held, this year's should surpass previous
ones. \i\fith the experience obtained in
ficial scorer of these basketball games. past performances and with more maThe league consists of teams represent- terial available, nothjng should prevent
ing different churches of the city. Games this from b ing a real evening.
are played three or four evenings a week
at gyms throughout Cleveland.
This job of official scorer requires at DUKE UNIVERSITY

of the intramural oratorical contest of 1936 are in progress. A
speaker is introduced by the chairman of the meeting and rises to take his place
before the student assemblage. The audience relaxes in its chair prepa-ratory to
the usual calm introductions that preface most speeches. Then, as startling as
a shattering shaft of lightning from storm-shaken skies, they are jolted tensely
to the edge of their seats as the ~lim youth on the speaking rostrum opens his
address with the blasting exclamation, "It's your own damn fault!" and then
continues on to give as fiery an oration
as has ever been delivered from the
stage of our audhorium. That day,
James M. Osborne assumed his position in the ranks of those men who
are slated to achieve success in their
university lives.
-

Jim, as he prefers to be called, is especially noted for his forensic ability and
accomplishments, but the field of debate is no1 the sole location of his activities. Let us now lend our reading time
to these other deeds for which he may
not be as highly recognized, and later
return to his truly notable doings of
• speech.

Gutdance Man HE
At Meet:i n9 T

I F the attendance at its last meet-

ing is any indication of the interest and activity in the work of the
Sociology Club, then this hitherto
embryoruc organization has seem-

ingly attained its full stature. A
mixed group of approximately fifty

persons heard Mr. E. H. Loomis,
Director of Vocational Guidance in
Cuyahoga County, speak in Parlor
G of Hotel Hollenden on Monday,
January 9. Liberally represented
were Ursuline and Notre Dame
ColJeges.

Mr. Loomis presented a thumb-nail sketch
of vocational guidance, which is a comJimmy commenced hjs scholastic enparitively new field, having developed in
deavors in meteoric style. Four weeks
1908 or 1909. It was an outgrowth of the
from the date of his entrance into gramtechnological
changes taking place at that
mar school, he was promoted to the
fourth grade. An average of one year's
time. He defined the term, spoke of conadvancement a week is brilliant; no
ditions governing its growth, and related
matter what the magnitude of the rung
some of his personal experiences in inof the academic ladder. In his own
dividual cases. According to Mr. Loomis,
words, he considers this rapid rise as a
James M. Osborne
vocational guidance is the process of as"boyhood tragedy." Upon graduating
from Immaculate Conception School,
sisting the individual to select an occuJim progressed to Cathedral Latin high school. He was awarded his diploma in pation, to prepare for it, to enter upon it,
June of 1935, and in September of the same year began his college education
at John Carroll. This June, the sum total of his collegiate erudition shall earn and to make progress in it.
for him a Bachelor of Arts' degree with a sociology as his major.
Mr. Loomis is actively engaged in this
Jim has led, and is still leading, an extraordinarily busy extracurricular life branch of sociology, having under his
among the school's affairs. His name has adomed the rolls of the sodality mem- charge all youths under the age of 21
bers since his freshman days, and the meetings of the Classical Club have felt who have been declared legally dependent
his presence for an equal length of time. He has held the presidency of the latter organization for the past two years. Because of his major in sociology, he by the juvenile court. His work is comI!aturally belongs to the club bearing the name of the subject. The newly-formed ~licated by the fact that today there are
Radio Club of this seme ter lists Jim as one of its more prominent members, and roughly 25,000 individual occupations. He
in the Thanksgiving and Christmas programs, he played leading parts. In the stressed the fact that a person's degree
former, he had an individual speech spot, and in the latter, he took part in a of capacity is less important than his
sketch depicting a typical Yule season occurrence. In his junior year, he ser~ed
'tlie"'Hcime:.comirtg Dance Committee, and this year on th~ Thanksgiving ~apability for performing the work be
Dance Committee. In trus, his third year with the Glee Club, he Is acting in the chooses in predicting his success.
dual capacity of pubUcity director and bu iness manager. It would seem as if As is the custom at these meetings, the
publicity work were his special forte, for he is also the publicity director of the
speaker answered questions put to him
Student Union. In addition, he heads the Union's rally committee. The excellence of last fall's football rallies attests to the high quality of work that he has by the audience following his address.
performed in this role. Jim has been a member of the Union for two years and The questions were notable both for their.
is a self-styled "left winger" in the course of its politics.
quantity and for the wide range of related
Other activities include: participation in intramural baseball; Carroll News subjects they covered.
columnist this semester;. student canvassing head for the purpose of inducing
out-of-town students to select Carroll as the scene of their matriculation; membership in the Lecture Club; member of Stunt Night committee; and writer on
the editorial staff of the Carrillon.

C. Y. 0. Employs
Many Students

least a fair Knowledge of the game and
for that reason those boys who have had
some experience were given preference.
The basis of play depends upon the class
which these teams compete in. Naturally,
to score Class "A" games results in a
higher remuneration than to score a Class
"D" game. This makes a very interesting job as some teams are composed of
former high school and college stars and
consequently, good basketball is assured.

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
·DURHAM, N. C.

I

Four terms of e.lev·e.n weeks are given
each year. These may be taken consecutively (graduation in three and
one-quarter years) or three terms may
be taken each year (graduation In four
years). The entrance requirements are
intelligence, character and three yea"'
of college work. including the subjecm
specified for Class A medical schools.
Catalogues and application form!! may
be obtained from the Admission Committee.

one

Sallo~, Brennan

Most notable of his activities, as was mentioned previously, are his accomplishments in debating and speech-making. Best remembered perhaps, is the part he
played in the victorious debate (for John Carroll), against the combined OxfordCambridge team. Held at the Carter Hotel before 3700 spectators, the largest
crowd ever to attend an affair at this particular hotel, this contest definitely
ERNARD R. SALLOT, a senestablished the broth.er team of Tom L. and James M. Osborne as one of the
ior in the A.B. division of the
leading debating duos of the entire country. The Osborne Brothers' team never
university,
editor of the Carroll
felt the bitter sting of defeat in inter-collegiate forensic competition.

Convalescing

B

Jim has been a varsity debater for three years, and last year was accorded an
honor proferred to few juniors-he was selected as one of the group that annually makes a road trip to leading universities throughout the nation, engaging
their representatives in debating duels. Last year this group toured the Eastern
seaboard, and compiled an enviable record.
Naturally, Jim has been a member of the Oratorical Society since his enrollment
at Carroll. For the past two years, he has served as secretary of the society.
He has been Carroll's delegate at the Northeastern Ohio Debate Conference for
three yea rs. This Conference's tournaments in the same length of time have
always seen Jim in a contestant's role. In his sophomore year he won our university's oratorical medal. This was the occasion of the so unexpected exclamation recorded in the first paragraph of this column. As the winner of this medal
is never permitted further opportunity to compete in the contest, Jim was deprived of an almost certain chance to head the school's orators for three successive years; and this is not meant as any reflection to future winners.

News and editor of the Carillon,
was stricken with an attack of appendicitis on Sunday evening, January 8. He underwent an emergency operation immediately at

Lutheran Hospital on the West Side.
The operation was a complete success,
and Sallot is scheduled to return to his
home in Lakewood today. However, he
will not resume attendance at classes and
work on the yearbook for at least another
week.

Charles R. Brennan, a former writer on
the Carroll News, entered· St. John's
Hospital on the West Side on January 3,
There is more, much more, that might be said of the doings of Jimmy Osborne, suffering from pneumonia. Brennan, a
but unfortunately, there are space restrictions to this column. Before closing, senior in the A.B. division, passed the
however, may a wish be made to Jim that he achieve the success in the world crisis in his illness last week. He is rethat he has achieved at John Carroll.
cuperating rapidly and will return to
classes after Retreat.
classes were the instructors: Father Charles McDevitt Ryan, S.J, and Mr. Frank
Weiss. Alumni Secretary Tom O'Con(Co11t-imted fg-om Page 1)
nell, Mr. Thomas Connery, S.]., and Mr.
Bill Cavanaugh, Gerard Gibbons and Wil- Francis Brueggeman, S.J., judged the debates held independently of speech classes.
liam Lennon, Frank Honn and Frank
Varsity debaters coach the freshman
Smith, John Corrigan and John Me- teams. Tom Corrigan coaches the CorLaughlin, Irvin Blose and Don Hueber, rigan-McLaughlin duo and James M. OsDaniel Mertzluft and John Schlund. The borne coaches the Dowling-Cavanaugh
affirmative teams were the most success- combination.
ful. Three teams won by default, and will Seven minutes are allowed
ch
k
not actually debate until ·the second round. fo r a cons t ruet.tve speech . Teahe rsepeabuttealr
Judges for the debates held in speech 1 allowance is four minutes.

Frosh Debate.

•

Radio Program
(Co11tinued fron1 Page 1)
"The Philosophy of Getting By." Peter
Mesner, a freshman, wrote the script.
Next Saturday, January 21, the Rev.
Chester Burns, S.J., wiiJ speak on "Greek
As An Instrument of Education." A
member of the Radio Club will interview
Father Burns. Alumnus Claire Johnson
is scheduled to offer three vocal selections.

FOR YO UNG PEOPLE . .. THE
LONG DISTANCE TELEPHO NE
When you want fo settle a question
immediately with the family or a friend
in another town, tum to the telephone.
You can discuss plans, reach an agreement, make arrangements-all at one
time. With· night and Sunday rates so
low, it costs little. For example:

112 miles 35c
180 miles SOc

260 miles 65c
300 miles 70c

(These are nighJ and Sunday rates
3~minuJe calls made by number)

lor

TBE OHI O BELL TELEPHONE CO.
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Meet Big Time Opponents

By Bob Fogar~y
At the last Fenn-Carroll ice fray,
the student supporters for the
Streaks were conspicuous by their
absence, yet many of these fairweather standbys, who fail to give
a little moral support to the teams,
are the first criticisers. But what
are the factors involved which have
caused the 0. P . hockey champs to
drop three games? In the past
month the team has been on the ice,
as a team, only four times, and this
was when they were playing scheduled
games. One full month without a single
practice, yet this very representative sextet continues to roll up points, and to date
they ha\'e more markers than any two
teams in either division.

Baldwin-Wallace, led by "Whitey" Bocora, who is living up to the pre-season
ball yhoo of his outstanding ability, should
not prove too troublesome for Carroll.
This Big F our battle should prove interesting although neither team at the present time is contending for leadership in
the circuit. Carroll, however, if victorious
will be in a position to enter into serious
contention if the unexpected happens to
either Case or Reserve later in the season.

Speaking of practice, a Carroll player
overheard a Duquesne supporter vigorously protesting to the management of
the Pittsburgh arena, because his team
was getting only four days' practice a
week. Reserve also practices about three
times weekly at the Elysium. A switch
has been made on the Streaks' first lineMeyers moving up into Mana£ ky's posi-

~:~~~d~:~:1in:::~:h::::n~:t:cet:: lntrampurals Set

Gaul Builds Bo~ing. Team;

Fast ace 1n
A·
r
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•
tmS ror
team in the country. the idea was con- Open•ng Games
-ceived by the rulers of the icc house, to
On Monday January 9th

Conley Unable
.ll Schedule

To F l
Tom Conley knows how it feels to coach
a championship team-he has been vainly
trying to schedule an Ohio Conference
opponent for the ren1aining open date on
next year's grid schedule. All the coaches,
however, are wisely a\'oiding any conflict with the Carroll juggernaut. Conley,
likewise prayed crafty, by turning down
a second offer to play Carnegie Tech. A
game with either Detroit or Duquesne
has been anticipated, and undoubtedly one
or the other would have been played had
not both chools had their chedules
completed. Xavier University can, and
probably will be played if no other opponent is to be found. It appears that
such a game will have little attraction at
the box office. While on the gridiron
topic, the Carroll team will be further
weakened next fall by the withdrawal of
Sonny O'Malley from school.

• • • •

The Irish (Gag! ione, Sadow ki, Ziegenhorn, Riska, Ducharme) come to town
on }.fonday night to engage the local boys,
and with the aid of a miracle the Streaks
might upset the Ramblers. The loss of
Captain Bill Thomas, through a leg injury, will be felt in the next few games.
Bill, a consistent player and a good ball
handler has been a standout on defense.
Three Freshmen are making name for
themselves in local amateur hockey circles; they are Clem Rannigan, a wing,
\Vest, a Canadian boy, is one of the
standout goalies in the league, and Smith,
also a wing.

Highlight Cage
Schedule

The Hilltoppers of Duquesne with an enviable record of but one loss for the
season will be host to Carroll at Pittsburgh on January 18th. Coach Chick
Davies has at his disposal a squad of 13
players with 12 different nationalities beThe
ing represented on that roster.
Dukes, annually a powerful team, recently knocked off Western Reserve and
should give Carroll a rather lively workout. Duquesne is captained by William
W eitzel, a guard.

Carroll will have a much more difficult
time in attempting to annex the championship this season. Friday night the surprise team of the loop, Case, will try to
upset the present \Vestern Division
leaders, but a little more support from
the students will gi,•e the team that added
incentive to skate to another overwhelming victory.

sched~le one or two nationa~ly promim;nt
colleg,ate sextets, to engage m battle wtth
the local icers. Only after the hometown
boys suffered two humiliating defeats, did
it become apparent that a mistake had
· 1ent dec,.me ·111 the sa 1e
been made. A vto
of tickets wa the result. It is believed
this policy will not be followed next season.

N. Dame, Dukes
By Jerry Nolan
With spirits riding high as the result of a three-game winning streak
at the expense of Kent, Thiel, and
Fenn, the Blue Streaks are preparing for the toughest stretch in their
schedule when they . take on Duquesne, Baldwin- Wallace, and
Notre Dame within a period of five
days. Apparently thriving on hard
work, as can be seen by an impressive
record of six victories and three defeats
within a playing period of 14 days,
Chrstmas vacaton excluded, the team
should relish the intervening games with
Duquesne and Baldwin-Wallace before
tangling with the mighty .Ramblers from
otre Dame on January 23rd.

Inside

local hockey games, or to prove that the
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30 aspirant leather c~tchers answ~red Coach

BOU~S
1.

carr0 II ICe rS
Meet case 8.w.

Notre Dame, coached by the renowned
George Keogan, who has compiled an
enviable record of 252 victories and 70
losses during his IS-year reign ;t <>t.-e
Dame, will bring the Fighting Irish into
Cleveland with the reputation of being
one of the toughest teams in the country.
Although seriously handicapped by the
BASKETBALL SKED

Jan. IS-Duquesne -· ·~there
Jan. 21-B.-W.
Arena
"Genial Gene" Ober t, assistant
.
coach of the Carroll pigskin toters, Gaul s cal~ for boxers .. Frank G~ul,
Jan. 23-Notre Dame ___Arena
forme r lJgl~t-heavywelght boxmg
Jan. 28-Wooster - ····- there
has again come through in a manner champ at Notre Dame for t w o yea rs,
I
Jan. 29-Detroit U. ______Arena
to be commended as director of the i a connoisseur of the cauliflower
By Jim Schlecht
Feb. 4-Lawrence Tech _ _.here
annual Intramural Basketball Prot
d
ld
t .
.
.
.
gram. Under his able direction the ar ' an s 1lOU
prove an ap m- ~ ThiS Fnday evenmg a t t he Arena
Feb. 7-Toledo _ _ __.here
organization of this event has risen structor.
Case's p uck chasers wi ll d o ba ttle
Feb. 8-U. of Scranton_ __there
far above the mark of previous years. A tentative match had been scheduled ' with t he Carroll ska te rs . A few
against Toledo, but due to the short t ime \veeks back this statem ent w ould
loss of several stars, namely Paul Nowak,
That this is true may be evidenced by the allotted the Carroll men to get in shape,
.
.
fact that the student body has shown an it was thought that the cancellation of have a:ou ~ed h ttle enthusiasm ,. but and J ohnny Moir, the South Benders are
increased interest in such competitive this event would be best. \Vorkouts will for the1r f1rst a ttem p t at the wmter setting a fast pace and remain as one of
spor t and that they are beginning to real- continue, however, to condition the men sport, Ca ey's boys have been doing r ight the outstanding drawing cards in the
nation. The team has averaged 48 points
ize the value of the good, clean exercise for the intermural tournament which will well for themselves. Seems they've draft- per game, and their lowest scoring in any
be held in intramural the last week of ed some cowboy name of "H oot" Gibson
and rec reation which it offers.
encounter was a 37-35 victory over Butler
:March.
to r ide herd for them. He is aided and University.
As of former years the Intramural Bas- The boxing team meets about four times
abetted by George Knepper and Darrell Eddie Riska, a sophomore, is the Irish
ketball activities have been div ided into a week, in a room on the thi rd floor of
Albrecht who cut quite a fancy figure on
two divisions; the Blue and the Gold. the gym. ·workouts consist of calisthen- the icc. The fo rmer is a steady player scor ing ace with a total of 107 points for
eight games. Incidentally, 15 of these
ics, shadow boxing, individual instruction
Each team has a roster of eight men. An
by the coach, and sparring among men who does much om the body-checking were made at the expense of Western
innovation introduced in this year's pro- of the same weight fo r one, two-minute and is ever on the alert for loose pucks. Reserve whom Notre Dame walloped 59gram rules that every team be comprised rounds. The large 16-ounce gloves are Carroll will be out wi th blood in their 36. Eddie Sadowski, Riska's running
eyes as a res ul t of their recent setback mate a tforward, is one of the best floor
of men from the same class. This rule is used to prevent any injury.
especially commendable because it tends Most of the candidates are apparently be- at the hands of Duquesne. They realize men ever to play on a Notre Dame quinginners at the art of fisticuffs, therefore, now that competition is really getting tet. Earl Brown, an All-American choice
to even up the strength of each roster.
any one wishing to come out for the team tough in the league and that each game at end in football, is the captain of the
The Blue League is made up of eight need not fear that the opposition is too is an important one. F red Rancourt and Irish. Bowing to the Ramblers' deceptive
teams. Entered are the Hill Billies, Sci- e.xperienced. The coach hopes to see about Eddie Arsenault are sure to provide attack were Northwestern, Cornell, Re·
entists, Phonies, Brui ·ers, Aces, Ut>set- 30 more men out for the team during the plenty of work mor the Case defense. AU serve, Butler, and Kentucky, not to menters, Frosh, and Rounders. The Bruisers, coming week, particularly those students in all, the game should prove to be just tion the complete rout of Kalamazoo and
led by AI Markus and Graham Arm- who have had no experience at boxing.
what the doctor ordered as far as excite- Ball State, the latter two going down
trong, look like the be t bacon bets. At
ment goes. F riday, February 10, finds in defeat 64-13 and 70-30 respectively.
It
is
quite
definite
that
a
varsity
boxing
present they are leading the pack with
Carroll playing host to the B.-W. hockey- The three defeats sustained by Notre .
team
will
represent
Carroll
next
year,
three wins and no losses. Jerry Tolan's
opposing sucl1 team as Toledo, Kent, and isis. The Berea representatives have not Dame have been due mostly to spotty deAces are running a close second.
been treated very kind ly by the other fensive play.
Miami.
The Gold League is made up of the BBA The team consists of the following men : schools to date. They we re quite ragged Carroll wiJI have its hands more than
Victims, Outcasts, Unholy Five, Schme- Willard, Arm trong, }.farini, and Cough- in their first few appearances this year. full in attempting to check the Ramblers'
bitz, ;I'hree C's, Cing Amis, Terrors, and lin in the heayweight class ; Clark, Este- At present, however, they are demonstrat- furi ous attack but Conley's boys are alCeltics. The Celtics with Bill Barrett and nik, Murray, and Simala in the light- ing an improved brand of hovkey.
ways in the thick o fthe fight and should
Tom Coughlin in the \'an and the Unholy hea,·yweight division; }.feagher, )l!ilinger, Case has a well -balanced team that give a creditable performance against a
Five led by Nick Ronan seem to be the Milat, and Cliffe! in the middleweight boasts of no one individual of phenome- much superior team.
virtual winners in this division.
cia s. In the rema ining fou r di,·isions nal ability. But as a unit they fu nction - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - In the championship series the winners there are: Pollichick, Angelone, Foy, extremely well. They forced Reserve into especially good. Rarely does a team down
of each league will meet in a two out of Tom Sullivan, Rinella, eliskar, Papas, an overtime period before being subdued them with an avalanche of goals. Their
three ct-up. Gold medals will be awarded Lctic, Remondi, Bleck, Whitman, 11udre, by a lucky shot which thei r goalie inad- reserve strength is stfficient to warrant
vertently kicked in.
Thei r defense is frequent substitutions.
to the team emerging the victor.
Gatch, Bridget, and Schmitt.
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Highlight: Cage
Schedule
By Jerry Nolan
With spirits riding high as the result of a three-game winning streak
at the expense of Kent, Thiel, and
Fenn, the Blue Streaks are preparing for the toughest stretch in their
schedule when they .take on Duquesne, Baldwin- Wallace, and
Notre Dame within a period of five
days. Apparently thriving on hard
work, as can be seen by an impressive
record of six victories and three defeats
within a playing period of 14 days,
Chrstmas vacaton excluded, the team
should relish the intervening games with
Duquesne and Baldwin-Wallace before
tangling with the mighty .Ramblers from
Notre Dame on January 23rd.

By Bob Fogarty
At the last Fenn-Carr oll ice fray,
the student supporters fo r the
St reaks were conspicuous by their
absence, yet many of t hese £airweather standbys, who fail to give
a little moral suppor t to the teams,
are t he first cr iticiser s. But what
are the factors involved which have
caused the 0. P. hockey champs to
drop th r ee games? In the past
mon th t he team has been on the ice,
as a team, only four t imes, and t his
was when they were playing scheduled
games. One fu ll month without a single
practice, yet this very repre~entative sextet continues to roll up points, and to date
they have more markers than any two
teams in either division.

The Hilltoppers of Duquesne with an enviable record of but one loss for the
season will be host to Carroll at Pittsburgh on January i8th. Coach Chick
Davies has at his disposal a squad of 13
players with 12 different nationalities being represented on that roster.
The
Dukes, annually a powerful team, recently knocked off Western Reserve and
should give Carroll a rather lively workout. Duquesne is captained by William
Weitzel, a guard.

Carroll will have a much more difficult
time in attempting to annex the championship this season. F riday night the surprise team of the loop, Case, will try to
upset the present Western Division
leaders, but a little more support from
the students will give the team that added
incentive to skate to another overwhelming victory.

Baldwin-Wallace, led by "Whitey" Eocora, who is living up to the pre-season
ballyhoo of his outstanding ability, should
not prove too troublesome for Carroll.
This Big Four battle should prove interesting althougn neither team at the present time is contending for leadership in
the circuit. Carroll, however, if victorious
will be in a position to enter into serious
contention if the unexpected happens to
either Case or Reserve later in the season.

Speaking of practice, a Carroll player
overheard a Duquesne supporter vigorously protesting to the management of
the Pittsburgh arena, because hi s team
was getting only four days' practice a
week. Reserve also practices about three
times weekly at the Elysium. A switch
has been made on the Streaks' first lineMeyers moving up into Manofsky's posi-
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team in the country, the idea was con- Open 1ng Games
to inc rease the attendance at

ceived by the rulers of the icc hous~, to
sched~le one or two nationa~ly promm:nt
collegtate sextets, to engage m batt le w1th
the local iccrs. Only after the hometown
boy;, suffered two humiliating defeats, did
it become apparent that a mistake had
'-nett
made. A violent decline in the sale
""
of tickets was the result. It is believed
this policy will not be followed next season.

Conley Unable
To Fill Sch edule
Tom Conley knows how it feels to coach
a championship team-he has been vainly
trying to schedule an Ohio Conference
opponent for the remaining open date on
next year's grid schedule. All the coaches,
however, are wisely avoiding any conflict with the Carroll juggernaut. Conley,
likewise proved crafty, by turning down
a second offer to play Carnegie Ted1. A
game with either Detroit or Duquesne
has been anticipated, and undoubtedly one
or the other would ha,·e been played had
not both schools had their chedules
completed. Xavier University can, and
probably will be played if no other opponent is to be found. It appears that
such a game will have little attraction at
the box office. Vvhile on the gridiron
· th e Carr oil tea m WI'II be fur ther
t oplc,
weakened next fall by the withdrawal of
Sonny 0'1[alley from school.
•
•
•
•
The Irish (Gaglione, Sadowski, Ziegenhorn, Riska, Ducharme) come to town
on Monday night to engage the local boys,
and with the aid of a miracle the Streaks
might up et the Ramblers. The loss of
Captain Bill Thomas, through a leg injury, will be felt in the next few games.
Bill, a consistent player and a good ball
handler has been a standout on defense.
Three Freshmen are making names for
themselves in local amateur hockey circles; they are Clem Rannigan, a wing,
West, a Canadian boy, is one of the
stan<lout goalies in the league, and Smith,
also a wing.
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On Monday, January 9th, 30 aspirant leather catchers a nswe red Coach
,
Gauls call fo r boxers. Frank Gaul,
former ligl~t-heavyweight boxin g
champ at Not re Dame for two year s,
. a conno1sseur
.
of t ile cauli'flower
IS

"Genial Gene" Oberst, assista nt
coach of the Carroll p igski n toters,
.
has again come through 111 a manne r
to be commended as d irector of the
ann ual I nfram u ral Basketball Program. U nder his able direction the a r t, a nd should prove an apt in-~
organ ization of this event has riset1 structor.
far above the mark of previous years. A tentative match had been scheduled'
aga inst Toledo, but due to the short time
That this is true may be evidenced by the allotted the Carroll men to get in shape,
fact that the student body has shown an it was thought that the cancellation of
increased interest in such competitive this event would be best. vVorkouts will
sport and that they are beginning to real- continue, however, to condition the men
ize the value of the good, clean exercise for the intermural tournament which will
be held in intramural the last week of
and recreation which it offers.
~r
h
1' arc .
As of former yea rs the Intramural Bas- The boxing team meets about four times
ketball activities have been divided into a week, in a room on the third floor of
two divisions; the Blue and the Gold. the gym. Workouts consist of calisthenics, shadow boxing, individual instruction
Each team bas a roster of eight men. An by the coach, and sparring among men
innovation introduced in this year's pro- of the same weight for one, two-minute
gram rules that every team be comprised rounds. The large 16-ounce gloves are
of men from the same class. This rule is used to prevent any inj ury.
especially commendable because it tends Most of the candidates are apparently beto even up the strength of each roster.
ginners at the art of fist icu ffs, therefo re,
any one wishing to come out fo r the team
The Blue League is made up of eight need not fear that the opposition is too
teams. Entered are the Hill Billies, Sci- experienced. The coach hopes to see about
entists, Phonies, Bruisers, Aces, Upset- 30 more men out fo r the team during the
ters, Frosh, and Rounder · The Bruisers, coming week, particularly those students
led by AI Markus and Graham Arm- who have had no experience at boxing.
strong, look like the best bacon bets. At
present they are leading the pack with It is quite definite that a varsity boxing
three win and no losses. Jerry Nolan's team will represent Carroll next year,
Aces are running a close second.
opposing such teams as Toledo, Kent, and
Miami.
The Gold League is made up of the BBA The team consists of the following men :
Victims, Outcasts, Unholy Five, Schme- Willard, Armstrong, Marini, and Coughbitz, ;fhree C's, Cing Amis, Terrors, and lin in the heayweight class; Clark, EsteCeltics. The Celtics with Bill Barrett and nik, Murray, and Simala in the lightTom Coughlin in the van and the Unholy heavyweight division; Meagher, Milinger,
Five led by _1ick Ronan seem to be the Milat, and Cliffe! in the middleweight
virtual winners in this division.
class. In the remaining fou r di visions
In the championship seTies the winners there are: Pollichick, Angelone, Foy,
of each league will meet in a two out of Tom Sullivan, Rinella, Seli kar, Papas,
three set-up. Gold medals will be awarded Letic, Remond i, Bleck, Whitman, Mudre,
to the team emerging the victor.
Gatch, Bridget, and Schmitt.
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Mee t case 8.w.
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By Jim Schlecht
Th is F ri day evening at the Arena
Case's p uck chasers will do battle
with the Car r oll skaters.
A few
weeks back thi s statement would
have a r oused little enthus iasm, but
fo r their first attempt at the winter
sport, Casey's boys have been doing right
we ll fo r themselves. Seems they've drafted some cowboy name of "Hoot" Gibson
to ri de herd fo r them. H e is aided and
abetted by George Knepper and Darrell
Albrecht who cut quite a fancy figure on
the icc. The former is a steady player
who does much om the body-checking
and is ever on the alert for loose pucks.
Carroll will be out with blood in their
eyes as a result of their recent setback
at the hands of Duquesne. They realize
now that competition is really getting
tough in the league and that each game
is an importan t one. Fred Rancourt and
Eddie Arsenault are sure to provide
plenty of work mor the Case defense. All
in all, the game should prove to be just
what the doctor ordered as far as excitement goes. Friday, February 10, finds
Carroll playing host to the B.-W. hockeyists. The Berea representatives have not
been treated very kindly by the other
schools to date. T hey were quite ragged
in thei r first few appearances this year.
At present, however, they are demonstrating an improved brand of hovkey.
Case has a well-balanced team that
boa ts of no one individual of phenomenal abi lity. But as a un it they fun ction
extremely well. They forced Reserve into
an overtime period before being subdued
by a lucky shot which thei r goalie inadvertently kicked in. Their defense is

Notre Dame, coaclted by the renowned
George Keegan, who has compiled an
enviable record of 252 victories and 70
losses during his 15-year ccign ;t r~re
Dame, will bring the Fighting Irish into
Cleveland with the reputation of being
one of the toughest teams in the country.
Although seriously handicapped by the
BASKETBALL SKED
Jan. 18-Duquesne _ ,.,_there
Jan. 21-B.-W. __ ____Arena
Jan. 23-Notre Dame ___Arena
Jan. 28-Wooster _ ,. .. __there
Jan. 29-Detroit U. ____Arena
Feb. 4-Lawrence Tech _ _here
Feb. 7-Toledo _ _ __ _here
Feb. 8-U. of Scranton_..there
loss of several stars, namely Paul Nowak,
and Johnny Moir, the South Benders are
setting a fast pace and remain as one of
the outstanding drawing cards in the
nation. The team has averaged 4S points
per game, and their lowest scoring in any
encounter was a 37-35 victory over Butler
University.
Eddie Riska, a sophomore, is the Irish
scoring ace with a total of 107 points for
eight games. Incidentally, 15 of these
were made at the expense of Western
Reserve whom Notre Dame walloped 5936. Eddie Sadowski, Riska's running
mate a Harward, is one of the best floor
men ever to play on a Notre Dame quintet. Earl Brown, an All-American choice
at end in football, is the captain of the
Irish. Bowing to the Ramblers' deceptive
attack were Northwestern, Cornell, Reserve, Butler, and Kentucky, not to mention the complete rout of Kalamazoo and
Ball State, the latter two going down
in defeat 64-13 and 70-30 respectively.
The three defeats sustained by Notre.
Dame have been due mostly to spotty defensive play.
Carroll will have its hands more than
full in attempting to check the Ramblers'
furious attack but Conley's boys are always in the thick o fthe fight and should
give a creditable performance against a
much superior team.
---------------especially good. Rarely does a team down
them with an avalanche of goals. Their
reserve strength is slfficient to warrant
frequent substitutions.
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leers Lack Zip
In Recent Frays

Pigskin Tot:ers
Merit Letters

Battle for Wing Position

Seemingly the effect of too much
rest and lack of strain, the Carroll
icers lost three games to one victory. Although the three defeats
don't alter their reputation as a
championship team, the losses prove
that the icers have to play championship hockey for the remainder
of their schedule. Just how much
strain has been left upon Herb Bee
by the icers first "let up" of the
season, is yet to be seen.

Twenty-two football players and
Manager Frank Devlin were announced by Tom Conley a having
played the specified amount of time
and therefore entitled to football
letter for the past sea on. Those
who will receiYe monograms are

In the first defeat of the hoi idays, the
Streaks bowed to the hard-skating "Duquesne Bluffites" 2 to 0.
Although the team as a whole has greatly
misused the aid of "Hoss" Rancourt and
Eddie Arsenault, their fighting spirit
lasted the entire game, which spirit, however, wasn't great enough to take the
game.
The Reserve game seemed a little more
like the championship team with. Arsenault home from his rest. But the Red
Cats played a smart game, bottling up
Arsenault almost the entire game. Arsenault, however, despite the defeat of the
Carrollitcs was able to add a goal to his
season's average.
With the return of Hoss Rancourt into
the Carroll lineup for the Fenn game,
things proved brighter for Carroll. They
defeated Fenn 7 to 0 in a one-sided forray
of slow and sloppy hockey. It was only a
brief workout for the team, which stood
around and watched Arsenault net himr
self five goals; Rancourt switched the
cords for two more and also collected
two assists on Eddie's goals.

Don Meyers

John Manofsky

• • •

Past The Grandstand

• • • •

By Bob Vitek

The New Year has just turned the corner and in looking back over Carroll athletic events it might be well
In their fourth. game at Pittsburgh Car- to reminisce on the joys and heartbreaks, the wins and losses that the old year carried away.
roll again met defeat at the hands of DuHere they are: The Carroll icers beat Pittsburgh in a two out of three series to walk away with the Ohioquesne, this time to the tune of 3 to 0.
Playing their best game of the ~cason, Pennsylvania Hockey League championship .•. Two shiny, new trophies were awarded to Carroll for their
the Carroll icers seemed to have the brilliant exploits on the frozen rater ... The not so fortunate Carroll cagers were relegated to the Big Four
breaks against them. Dazzy Vance scor- cellar as the basketball season closed ... The Frosh came out miles ahead to take first place in the Intramural
i~ two, ·&lid -t.kGill one. Three defeats
Track events ••• E~-Captain Joe Palguta was named for the Ohio College All-Stars against the Cleveland Raks.

to one victory has put Carroll in third

place for the first time since they entered
the league. But from the appearance of
the goals scored on the goal sheet, Carroil won't be there long, as their two
leading scorers are Rancourt and Arsenault with 18 and 17 points respectively.
The closest rival is Winslow of Resen·e
with 9 points.

Freshmen Numerals
Awarded t:o Fifi:y-five
At a banquet held at the old Munchausan Club Monday night, fifty
Freshman football players received
their numerals.
Present were Freshman Coaches Joe
Palguta and Bill Scope!, and Varsity
Coaches Tom Conley, Frank Gaul, and
Gene Oberst. Coach Conley introduced
Gaul, Oberst, Palguta, and Scope! who
gave short speeches to the assembled
group. Scope!, incidentally, took time
out from his studies in pursuit of a
Master's Degree at Pittsburgh University. Conley himself spoke to the players and stressed the fact that he would
carry a larger varsity squad next year,
in view of the fact that injuries reduced
last year's backfield to a minimum at the
end of the season. He also encouraged
the players to engage in boxing, or some
other exercise during the winter so that
they would be in fine shape for spring
football practice.
The players who received their awards
were: Angelone, E. Barrett, T. Barrett,
Bedell, Byrne, H. Byrne, Callahan,
Caminati, Chisholm, Camella, Coughlin,
Dagg,
Daviau,
Camella, Coughlin,
Deems,
De} ulius, Dempsey, Elliott,
Freeman, Gardner, Gaul, Hayes, Hearl"\,
Holzheimer, Haynes, Hughes, Iacobucci,
Iacoby, Lawman, Leone, McNaughton,
McGuigan, Mandalfino, Marini, Palguta,
Perry, Restifo, Rice, Rinella, Sabat,
Sheridan, Simela, Sliter, Spellacy, Stack,
Yonto, Lavey, Mudri, ~Iurphy, Russell,
Pol.acheck.
Besides the fifty players, Varsity managers John Gregor, Warren Duckworth,
Jim Jahant, Dan Hespen, and Don Flynn
were awarded numerals.

. . . The '38 edition of the Streak footballers started off the season in good taste by defeating Detroit Tech ...
The pigskin toters displayed a veritable powerhouse in defeating Baldwin-Wallace-the first Big Four win
since Carroll conquered Reserve the year the league was organized ... Coach Tom Conley reprimanded his team,
which was really not to blame, for its tactics in the Youngstown game ... Another Big Four rival fell as Carroll
beat Case on the gridiron, 14-0 .•. The wins over Case and Kent which dealt a severe blow to Carroll hopes
as Joe Hoctor and Johnny Meilinger were lost for the season through injuries . . . The high moral of the team
and the enthusiasm of Carroll grads and followers as the victory streak was run to six games .. . That fine
game which Ed Arsenault played as the Streaks battled Toledo to a 6-6 tie ... The optimistic feeling of Carroll
•
fans wh1ch was turned to sorrow as the Streaks outplayed but lost to the Reserve Redcats, 27-8 ... More sorrow
was in evidence as Carroll lost to Akron, 6-0 ... Arsenault, Fred Rancourt, Dick Domanski and Ed Willard
were named on several post-season choices . .. The scene changed as the Carroll cagers were looked upon as
a much improved and probable championship team . . . The announcement was made that Carroll would be
represented in track competition for the coming season . . . The icers started the season with a smashing t r iumph over Case, 7-0 ... The cagers lost to Reserve in the closing minutes of play . . . Also the icers . . . The
Carroll aces, Arsenault and Rancourt, vied for scoring honors in the Ohio-Pennsylvania League . .. The hope
that was and always will be present in the heart of every true Carrollite-that the Streaks continue their fine
work in all athletic endeavors.

Dr.tbbJe For Carroll BaskeLl:

four Sophomores, Graham Armstrong
and Carl Estenik, backs, and Jack Dewan and Sam Marcus, linemen; eleven
Junior , Ed Arsenault, Joe Hoctor and
Bill Young, backs, and Stan Legan, John
Lucas, Jim Morgan, Ed O'Malley, Fred
Rancourt, Nick Ronan, Lou Sulzer, Ed
\ Villard, linemen; and seven Senior ,
Dick Domanski, Johnny Marcus, Johnny
Sempcrger, Steve Semperger and Pat
Malia, linemen, and Zen Zarachowicz
and Ray Fahey, backs. Of the Seniors,
Domanski, Johnny Scmpcrger, and Zarachowicz will be the most sorely missed.
H owever, Coach Conley has some capable
replacements coming up for the tackle
and end positions and Zarachowicz's position should be fillro satisfactorily by
Armstrong who showed much promise in
the qua rterback slot early last season before he was forced ot wi th injuries.

Cagers Capture

t=ive Of Seven
T he Carroll cagers are headed towards the successful season so much
heralded of late. That this is a certain ty can be gleaned from the fact
that the Streaks have won five o f

the last seven games p aye , and
this against some tough opposition .
One dissenting note, however, is
struck in evidence of the de feats
which the Streaks suffered. The

two games lost out of the seven were
given the Carollites at the hands of their
Big Four rivals, Reserve and Case.
Nevertheless, the scores were not decisive
1and in-as-much as Carroll meets both Re. th IS
" season, a good
serve an d Case agam
chance fo r revenge is by no means an
impossibility.
After the Joss to the Redcats by a score
of 39-42, the Streaks encountered St.
Ma ry's Colll!ge of M innesota at the

FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
Oct. 1-St. Francis (Loretta,
Pa.) ........................................ there
Oct. 8-0pen ............... .. ....... .
Oct. 14-Baldwin-Wallace .... here
Oct. 22-St. joseph
(Philadelphia) ................ .... there
Oct. 28-Case .......................... there
Nov. 4-Toledo .. .................... here
Nov. 11-Arkansas A & M ..... here
Nov. 18-Westem Reserve .. here
Nov. 25-Akron ................ ... there
Arena and emerged with a victory. They
followed this up with a win over Mt.
Union, 34-22. Afte r the Christmas recess,
Ca rroll experienced the Case setback to
the tune of 31-36. And then thr ee victories
came in rapid succession. The Kent State
quintet came to the Arena and were sent
back tasting defeat by merit of a 36-34
score. J ack Spallino, Streak All Big-Four
fonvard, displayro his fine shooting
ability by caking 14 points. Carroll then
traveled to Greenville, Pa., and defeated
the Thiel College five. In this fray, Soph
Johnny Freedman ran wild and took scoring honors by chalking up Z3 markers.
The game ended with the Streaks on
top, 53-40. 1\ot to be overshadowed,
Spa ll ino came through fo r the Carrollites
in their uext encounter with Fenn College and copped the prize with 22 points.
Carroll led throughout and ended on the
l<mg end nf a 50-30 ~cort .
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EXAMINATION

S C H ED U L E- January

23-28

NOTE-Report all conflicts immediately.

~~~------~~~-=~------------~----------~
Dept.
& No.
Descriptive Title
Schedule
Room

-----~--------~--~------------~~~----~~Dept. & No.
Descriptive Title
Schedule
Room

Blolou
Biolo&Y
BioiO&JI

1
6
106

General Biology I
Comparative Anatomy (both sections)
Vertebrate Histology

Tue.., Jan. 24,
Fri., jan. 26,
Tue.., Jan. 24,

11:10
9:00
9:00

B l. 110
Bl. 209
Ch. 103

Bus. Adm.
Bus. Adm.
Bus. Adm.
Bus. Adm
Bus. Adm.
Bus. Adm.
Bus. Adm.
Bus. Adm.
Bus. Adm.
Bus. Adm.

1
91
103
lOS
117
121
124
129
146
176

Elem. Accounting (both sections)
Business Economies 1
Intermediate Accounting
Cost Accounting
Business Statistics
Money and Banking
Busine and Finance
Bank Management
Marketing
Business Letters

Fri., Jan. 27,
2:00
Thun., Jan. 26, II: 10
Wed., Jan. 2S,
9:00
Tues., jan. 24,
9:00
Tues., Jan. 24, II: 10
Fri., Jan. 27,
11:10
Tues., jan. 24,
9:00
Wed., Jan. 25,
9:00
Fri., Jan. 27,
9 :00
Thun., Jan. 26, 9:00

139
Bl. 206
139
139
139
139
139
139
139
139

Hi•tory
History
History
History
Hiatory
History
History
History
History
History

Chemistry
Chemiatry
Chemistry
Chemistry
Chemistry
Chemistry

1
3
6
106
110
11 Z

General Chemistry I
College Chemistry I
Quantitative Analysis
Industrial Chemistry
Organic Chemistry
Physical Chemistry

Tues., Jan. 24,
Tues., jan. 2•
Thurs., Jan. 26,
Tues., Jan. 2..
Tues., Jan. 24.
Thurs., Jan. 26,

11:10
9:00
II: 10
II: 10
9:00
II: 10

Cb. 103
Ch. 103
Ch. 207
Ch. 205
BI.IIO
Ch. 20S

Economics
Ec<>nomics
Economies

1
10 I
104

Prindpl"" of Economics
Applied Economics
Labor Problems

Thurs., Jan. 26, 11:10
Mon., jan. 23,
9:00
Thurs., jan. 26, 9:00

Bl. 206
111
209

Education
Education
Education
Education

II

Introduction to Education
Educational Psychology
Educational Statistics
Principles of Teaching

Tues., Jan.
Mon., jan. 23,
Thurs., Jan. 26
Tues., jan. 24,

English
English
English
English
English
English
Bnglish
Bnglish
Bnglish
Bnglish
Bnglisb
English
English
English
French
French
French
German
German
German
Greek
Greek
Greek
Greek
Greek
History

30
133
140

2•.

202
209
209
225

9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00

11
II
11
11
100
131
170

Composition (Mr. Petit's section)
Composition (Mr. Weias' 9 Mon. section)
Composition (Fr. Sullivan's 9 M. section)
Composition (Mr. Gnuel's section)
Composition (Mr. Weiss' 9 Tues. section)
Composition (Fr. Sultivan 's 9 Tues. section)
Eng. Lit. I (M. Bungart's 9 Mon. section)
Eng. Lit. I (Mr. Bungart's 10 Mon. section)
Eng. Lit. I (Mr. Bungart's II Mon. section)
Eng. Lit. I (Mr. Grauel's I Mon. section)
Eng. Lit. I (Mr. Grauel's 10 Tues. section)
Advanced Composition
Drama of Restoration
American Literature I

Mon., Jan. 23.
9:00
Tues., jan. 24
2:00
Tue.., Jan. 24,
2:00
Mon., Jan. 23, II: 10
Tues., jan. 24,
2:00
Tues., jan. 24,
2:00
Thurs., jan. 26 2:00
Thun., Jan. 26, 2:00
Thurs., jan. 26, 2:00
Thurs., Jan. 26, 2:00
Thurs., Jan. 26, 2:00
Thurs., Jan. 26, 9:00
Mon., jan. 23, II :00
Wed., Jan. 25,
9:00

A
C
17C

Elementary French
Intermediate French
History of French Literature

Thurs., Jan. 26, 9:10
Wed., Jan. 25,
9:00
Tues., Jan. 24
11:10

Ch. 103
Bl. 206

Elementary German 1
Intermediate German I
Oral CompOsition

Thurs., Jan. 26, 9:00
Wed., Jan. 25,
9:00
Tues., Jan. 24 11:10

202
Bl. 206
Bl. 206

Elementary Greek I
Plato (Mr. Brueggeman's section)
Plato (Fr. Burns' section)
Demosthenes
New Testament Greek

Thun., Jan. 26, 9:00
Thurs., jan. 26, 9:00
Thurs., jan. 26, 9:00
Wed., Jan. 25,
9:00
Tues., Jan. 24, II: 10

111
Cb. 205

West. Europe (Mr. Connery's 9 Mon. section)

Mon., jan. 23,

Bl. 11 0

I

I
I
I
1
I
II

A
C
109

A
1

1
103
141

2:00

202
Bl. 110
228
202
Bl. 110
228
202
225
202
209
209
111
Ill

202
II

11
111

202

Latin
Latin
Latin
Latin
Latin
Math.
Math.
Math.
Math.
Math.
Math.
Math.
Math.
Math .
Math .

1

I
I
1

3
3
103
109
118
140

c

1
I
103
106
A
2

2

5
9
51

51
51
100
107

Music
Phil.
Phil.
Phil.
Phil.
Phil.
Phil.

1
1
1
I
!03
107

Physics
Pot. Sci.
Pol. Sci.
Pol. Sci.

1
110

140

s
s
s

Religion
Religion
Religion
Religion
Religion
Religion
Religion
Religion
Religion
Religion
Religion

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
121

Sociology
Sociology
Sociology

109
167

Spanish
Spanish

1

A

c

Mon., Jan. 23,
Mon., Jan. 23,
Mon .. Jan . 23,
Mon., Jan. 23,
Thurs., Jan. 26,
Mon., ]an. 2.S,
Thurs., Jan. 26,
Tues .. Jan. 24,
Mon., Jan. 23,
Wed., Jan. 25,

9:00
2:00
2:00
2:00
9:00
II : 10
9:00
9:00
11 : 10
9:00

Cicero
Virgil (Fr. Kiefer's section)
Virgil ( Mr. Brueggeman's section)
Horace
Plaut us

Tues., Jan. 24,
Tues., Jan. 2•,
Wed., Jan. 25,
Mon., Jan. 23,
Mon., Jan. 23,

9:00
9 :00
9:00
9:00
11:10

209
202
202
228

Intermediate Algebra
Plane Trigonometry (Dr. Ludeke's section)
Plane Trig. (Mr. Urankar's section)
Plane Analytical Geometry
Introduction to Mathematics
Business Math. ( Mr. Urankar's section)
Busine53 Math. (Fr. Joliat's section)
Business Math. (Dr. Ludeke's section)
Higher Algebra
Differential Calculus

Mon., Jan. 23,
Mon., Jan. 23,
Mon., Jan. 23,
Thun., Jan. 26,
Tues., Jan. 24,
Tues., Jan. 24,
Wed., Jan. 25,
Wed., Jan. 25,
Mon., Jan. 23,
Tues., Jan. 2•,

9:09
9:00
9:00
9:00
II :10
9 : 00
9:00
9:00
11 :10
9:00

Ill
228
202
202
Ch. 103
225
Ch. 103
Ill
202
Bl. 110

Survey of Music

Fri., Jan. 27

11:10

139

Logie (Fr. Gleason's 9 Mon. section)
Logie (Fr. Gleason's 10 Mon . section)
Logic (Fr. Gleason's 10 Tues. section)
Logie (Fr. Murphy's both sections)
Fund. Psych. ( both sections)
General Ethics (both sections)

Tues.,
Tues.,
Tues.,
Tues.,
Wed.,
Mon.,

25,
23,

2:00
2 :00
2:00
2:00
II :10
2 : 00

202
202
Bl.llO
II
Bl.IIO
Cb. 103

General Physics 1

Mon., Jan. 23,

11:10

2Z8

Federal Government
Political Parties
Foreign Governments

Tues., Jan. 24,
Mon., Jan. 23,
Mon ., Jan. 23

9:00
11:10
9:00

Bl. 110

Foundations (I :00 Monday section)
Foundations (2 : 00 Monday section)
Foundations (2 :00 Tuesday section)
Revelation ( Fr. Hodous' 10 Tues. section)
Revelation ( Fr. Hodous' 11 Mon. section)
Revelation (Fr. Hodous' 9 Tues. section)
Revelation (Fr. Cronin's II Mon. section)
Revelation (Fr. Hodous' I Mon. section)
Revelation (Fr. Ryan's 10 Tues. section)
Revelation (Fr. Hodous' II Tues. section)
The Family ( both sections)

Wed. ,
Wed. ,
Wed.,
Wed.,
Wed.,
Wed.,
Wed.,
Wed.,
Tues.,
Wed.,
Tues.,

II : 10
II: 10
11 : 10
2:00
2:00
2:00
2:00
2:00
11:10
2:00
2:00

202
228
Ch. 103

202
Bl. 206
Ch. 103
Ch. 103

General Sociology
Public Welfare
Boy and Girl Welfare

Fri., jan. 27,
Fri., Jan. 27,
Fri., Jan. 27,

11:10
11:10
2:00

202
202
101

Elementary Spanish (both sections)
Intermediate Spanish

Fri. , jan. 27,
Wed., Jan. 25,

9:00
9:00

Bl. liO

?kRIGHT
CoMBINATION
is Chesterfield
wlen lfOure 6it!din? lOr More Smokin'l Pleasure

By combining (blending together) the right
kinds of mild, ripe American and aromatic
Turkish tobaccos, Chesterfield brings out all
their fine smoking qualities and gives you a
cigarette that's outstanding for mildness ...
for aroma ... for taste.
When you try them you will know why
Chesterfields give millions of men and
women more smoking pleasure
•
why THEY SATISFY

hesterfield.
. • . the blend that can,t be copied
•.• the RIGHT COMBINATION of the
world,s best cigareUe tobaccos

C<•rrrishr 19}9, L!ccrrr & Mnto.; Ton.\CCO Co.

•

209

West. Europe ( Mr. Gavin's 9 Mon. section)
West. Europe (Fr. Ryan's 11 Mon. section)
West. Europe (Mr. Connery's 9 Tues. section)
West. Europe ( Mr. Ryan's 9 Tues. section)
Amer. to 1852 (I :00 Mon. section)
Amer.to 1852 (9:00 Tues. section)
Econ. European
Contemporary History
Europe (171 3 to 1789)
U . S. Constitutional Hiatory

The colorful P. HAL SIMS,
master bridge authority and
player says, "It's the right
combination of keen bidding and skillful play of the
hands that takes the tricks ...

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
jan.
jan.

24,
24,

2•.
24.

Jan. 25,
jan. 25,
Jan. 25,
Jan. 25,
Jan. 25,
Jan. 25,
Jan. 25,
Jan. 25,
Jan. 24,
jan. 25,
Jan. 2•,

228

BL 110

221
20~

228
209
202
202
Bl. 206

111

Ill

228

228
202

202

228

111

